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Abstract

While AI-generated content has garnered significant at-
tention, achieving photo-realistic video synthesis remains a
formidable challenge. Despite the promising advances in
diffusion models for video generation quality, the complex
model architecture and substantial computational demands
for both training and inference create a significant gap be-
tween these models and real-world applications. This pa-
per presents SNED, a superposition network architecture
search method for efficient video diffusion model. Our
method employs a supernet training paradigm that targets
various model cost and resolution options using a weight-
sharing method. Moreover, we propose the supernet train-
ing sampling warm-up for fast training optimization. To
showcase the flexibility of our method, we conduct experi-
ments involving both pixel-space and latent-space video dif-
fusion models. The results demonstrate that our framework
consistently produces comparable results across different
model options with high efficiency. According to the ex-
periment for the pixel-space video diffusion model, we can
achieve consistent video generation results simultaneously
across 64×64 to 256×256 resolutions with a large range of
model sizes from 640M to 1.6B number of parameters for
pixel-space video diffusion models.

1. Introduction

Generative modeling for video synthesis has made tremen-
dous progress based on approaches, including GANs [21,
22, 24, 28, 30, 34, 40], autoregressive models [6, 37],
VAEs [9, 35], and normalizing flows [15]. Among them,
GANs have demonstrated remarkable success by extending
the image-based generation to video generation with ded-
icated temporal designs. However, GANs encounter chal-
lenges such as mode collapse and training instability, mak-
ing it difficult to scale them up for handling complex and
diverse video distributions.

To overcome this challenge, diffusion models [3, 11, 26]

have been studied, which establish a weighted variational
bound for optimization by connecting Langevin dynam-
ics [25] and denoising score matching [27]. Following
this, approaches such as VDM [10], MCVD [33], Imagen
Video [12], and LVDM [10] extended diffusion models to
video generation, surpassing GANs in both sample quality
and distribution coverage due to their stable training and
scalability [3]. However, this success comes hand in hand
with significant challenges posed by enormous model sizes
and computational demands associated with diffusion mod-
els. These challenges manifest themselves in both the infer-
ence and training aspects.

Sampling from diffusion models is expensive as their im-
mense number of parameters, heavy reliance on attention
mechanisms, and need for several model evaluations result
in substantial memory consumption. Even with advanced
GPUs, tackling high-resolution video generation becomes a
formidable burden due to this memory constraint. Some
research efforts, such as Imagen Video [12], introduce a
model chain to enhance video generation quality gradually.
However, this approach further escalates the total model pa-
rameters and memory consumption. Beyond this, the exten-
sive computational load leads to a significantly longer infer-
ence latency, amplifying the deployment cost and user wait-
ing time. These barriers have presented substantial impedi-
ments to the commercialization of diffusion models, partic-
ularly in the context of video diffusion models.

Furthermore, when it comes to the training of diffusion
models, challenges emerge from three key facets. Firstly,
due to the substantial model parameter count and computa-
tional overhead, training costs soar, often requiring an entire
month or even longer to train large-scale diffusion mod-
els on large datasets from scratch. This protracted train-
ing duration poses a challenge to the improvement of dif-
fusion models. Moreover, given that diffusion models are
still relatively nascent, our prior knowledge regarding their
structural design remains limited. Consequently, model de-
sign heavily relies on trial and error, incurring additional
expenses in terms of both time and resources. Lastly, be-
cause the objectives of these models vary widely, which has
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different model size constraints and different target video
generation resolutions, model architectures often need to be
tailored differently to suit each specific goal. Training these
diverse models with distinct structures for varying objec-
tives introduces additional overhead that can be burdensome
and difficult to manage.

In the face of these challenges, it becomes imperative
to explore strategies that mitigate the computational burden
and streamline the network design process achieving dif-
ferent targets including cost constraints and resolution re-
quirements at the same time. This is crucial not only for
enhancing the efficiency of diffusion models but also for
facilitating their broader applicability across various real-
world scenarios.

In this paper, we introduce SNED, a superposition
network architecture search method for efficient video
diffusion models, designed to achieve efficient model im-
plementation without compromising high-quality genera-
tive performance. We explore the combination of network
search with video diffusion model and enable a flexible
range of options towards resolution and model cost, sav-
ing computation consumption for inference and training.
Specifically, we implement a one-shot neural architecture
search solution, enabling dynamic computation cost sam-
pling. This means that once the supernet is trained, it
achieves the differentiation of computational costs across
various subnets within the supernet. Besides that, we intro-
duce the concept of “super-position training” into our su-
pernet training process. This breakthrough allows a singular
supernet model to effectively manage different resolutions,
offering a versatile solution for handling diverse resolution
requirements. Consequently, this approach permits the re-
utilization of super-resolution models in multiple instances,
facilitating the training of models with a diverse range of
cost and resolution options concurrently.

The contributions of this paper include:

• A video diffusion model supernet training paradigm that
trains subnets with different model sizes and resolution
options through a weight-sharing method.

• Increasing the search space in different search dimen-
sions including dynamic channels and fine-grained dy-
namic blocks.

• The supernet training sampling warmup strategy to im-
prove the training performance.

• Being compatible with different base architectures such
as pixel-space and latent-space video diffusion models.

• According to the experiment for pixel-space video diffu-
sion model, we can achieve consistent video generation
results simultaneously across 64×64 to 256×256 reso-
lutions with a large range of model sizes from 640M to
1.6B number of parameters for pixel-space video diffu-
sion models.

2. Related Work
2.1. Classic Video Synthesis

Classic video synthesis endeavors to capture the underly-
ing distribution of real-world videos, allowing the gener-
ation of realistic and novel video samples. Previous re-
search primarily leverages deep generative models, includ-
ing GANs [21, 22, 24, 28, 30, 34, 40], autoregressive mod-
els [6, 37], VAEs [9, 35], and normalizing flows [15].
Among these, GAN-based approaches stand out as the most
dominant, owing to the remarkable success of GANs in im-
age modeling.

MoCoGAN [30] and MoCoGAN-HD [28] excel in
decomposing latent codes into content and motion sub-
spaces. Notably, MoCoGAN-HD [28] utilizes the potent
pretrained StyleGAN2 as the content generator, resulting
in higher-resolution video generation. StyleGAN-V [24]
and DiGAN [40] introduce implicit neural representation to
GANs, facilitating the modeling of temporal dynamics con-
tinuity. These models build upon StyleGAN3 and employ
a hierarchical generator architecture for long-range model-
ing, enabling the generation of videos with evolving content
over time.

Despite the success of GANs, they often face challenges
such as mode collapse and training instability. Autoregres-
sive methods have also been explored for video generation.
VideoGPT [37], utilizing VQVAE [32] and a transformer,
autoregressively generates tokens in a discrete latent space.
TATS [6] enhances the VQVAE [32] with a more power-
ful VQGAN [4] and integrates a frame interpolation trans-
former for rendering long videos in a hierarchical manner.

2.2. Diffusion Model

Besides the classic video synthesis models, diffusion mod-
els, a category of likelihood-based generative models, have
exhibited notable advancements in image and video synthe-
sis tasks, surpassing GANs in both sample quality and dis-
tribution coverage due to their stable training and scalabil-
ity [3]. Noteworthy among these models is DDPM [11],
which establishes a weighted variational bound for opti-
mization by connecting Langevin dynamics [25] and de-
noising score matching [27]. Despite its slow sampling
process requiring step-by-step Markov chain progression,
DDIM [26] accelerates sampling iteratively in a non-
Markovian manner, maintaining the original training pro-
cess [16]. ADM [3] outperforms GAN-based methods with
an intricately designed architecture and classifier guidance.

While diffusion models have excelled in image synthe-
sis, their application to video generation has been lim-
ited. VDM [10] extends diffusion models to the video do-
main, introducing modifications such as a spatial-temporal
factorized 3D network and image-video joint training.
MCVD [33] unifies unconditional video generation and
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conditional frame prediction through random dropping of
conditions during training, akin to the classifier-free guid-
ance approach. Make-A-Video [23] and Imagen Video [12]
leverage diffusion models for large-scale video synthe-
sis conditioned on text prompts, which conduct diffusion
and denoising processes in pixel space. Besides that,
LVDM [10] extends the video generation work to the la-
tent space and explores how hierarchical architectures and
natural extensions of conditional noise augmentation enable
the sampling of long videos. However, the efficiency model
optimization of the video diffusion model is still waiting
for exploration. In this paper, we further explore the com-
bination of network search with the video diffusion model
and enable a flexible range of options toward resolution and
model cost.

2.3. Neural Architecture Search

2.3.1 NAS Strategies

There is a growing trend in designing efficient Deep Neu-
ral Networks (DNNs) through Neural Architecture Search
(NAS). NAS strategies can be broadly categorized into
the following approaches based on their searching strate-
gies. Firstly, Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods, such
as [41–43], utilize recurrent neural networks as predictors to
validate the accuracy of child networks over a proxy dataset.
Secondly, Evolution methods, exemplified by works [18,
19], employ a pipeline involving parent initialization, pop-
ulation updating, and the generation and elimination of off-
spring to discover desired networks. Thirdly, One-Shot
NAS, as demonstrated in studies such as [1, 8, 38], involves
training a large one-shot model containing all operations
and shares the weight parameters among all candidate mod-
els.

Weight-sharing NAS, inspired by the above methodolo-
gies, has gained popularity due to its training efficiency [20,
36, 39]. In this approach, an over-parameterized supernet
is trained with weights shared across all sub-networks in
the search space, significantly reducing computational costs
during the search.

Although most of the mentioned works primarily focus
on traditional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) archi-
tectures, recent studies have extended the scope to include
the search for efficient Vision Transformer (ViT) architec-
ture. Examples include Autoformer [2], which entangles
the model weights of different ViT blocks in the same layer
during supernet training with an efficient weight-sharing
strategy. This approach reduces both the training model
storage consumption and the overall training time.

2.3.2 Generation Model NAS

While generation models have achieved significant success
in designing neural architectures, their implementation of-

ten demands substantial time, effort, and expert knowledge.
For instance, [13] devised intricate generators and discrim-
inator backbones to efficiently generate high-resolution im-
ages. Recognizing the need to alleviate the burden of net-
work engineering, researchers have explored efficient auto-
matic architecture search techniques for GANs.

In 2019, AutoGAN [7] introduced an architecture search
scheme for GANs utilizing NAS algorithms. It defined
a search space to capture deformations in GAN architec-
ture and employed an RNN controller to guide search op-
erations. Later, AutoGAN-Distiller (AGD) [5] is devel-
oped by applying AutoML to GAN compression. AGD
performs end-to-end search for efficient generators based
on the original GAN model via knowledge distillation. In
2021, alphaGAN [29] is introduced, which is a fully dif-
ferentiable search framework solving bi-level minimax op-
timization problems. Later, StyleGAN2 [14] expanded the
search space by integrating backbone characteristics.

While the majority of studies have concentrated on
GAN-based generation models, the research realm of video
diffusion model NAS remains largely unexplored. Given
the substantial computation demands of video diffusion
models, there is a critical need to delve into more efficient
video diffusion model architecture designs.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview of SNED

In this paper, we present a framework termed the “SNED:
Superposition Network Architecture Search for Efficient
Video Diffusion Models”, designed to effectively search for
and optimize video diffusion models across multiple dimen-
sions. Our framework introduces two key advancements
that address critical challenges in video generation.

The overview framework of SNED is shown in Fig. 1.
Firstly, we implement a one-shot Neural Architecture
Search (NAS) solution, enabling dynamic computation cost
sampling. This means that once the supernet is trained, it
achieves the differentiation of computational costs across
various subnets within the supernet. This feature empow-
ers users to select the appropriate subnetwork based on spe-
cific model sizes and computational cost constraints, en-
hancing flexibility and adaptability. Secondly, we introduce
the concept of ”super-position NAS training” into our su-
pernet training. This breakthrough allows a singular super-
net model to effectively manage different resolutions, of-
fering a versatile solution for handling diverse resolution
requirements. Consequently, this approach permits the re-
utilization of super-resolution models in multiple instances,
considerably mitigating the memory overhead within the
video diffusion model framework. By leveraging these ad-
vancements, our framework not only streamlines the intri-
cate process of video diffusion model optimization but also
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Figure 1. Overview of SNED framework. (a) We train a supernet with network dynamic cost sampling and multiple input resolution
options. In each iteration, a subnet of the supernet is sampled for the training, and other parts (grey) is frozen. (b) After the training, we
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Figure 2. Dynamic cost scheme for SNED framework.

substantially reduces memory consumption, paving the way
for more efficient and resource-conscious video generation
processes.

3.2. Dynamic Cost Training in SNED

In each iteration, we randomly select a sampled subnet ar-
chitecture from the search space and obtain its weights from
the supernet. We then compute the losses of the subnet and
update the corresponding weights with the remaining su-
pernet weights frozen. The architecture search space P is

Algorithm 1 Superposition Supernet Training.

Input: Training iteration N , search space P , supernet
S, loss function L, train dataset Dtrain, initial supernet
weights W , candidate weights Wp, Output resolution R.

for i in N iterations do
for data, labels in Dtrain do

Randomly sample one subnet architecture and reso-
lution R from search space P .
Obtain the corresponding weights Wp from supernet
W
Compute the gradients based on L
Update the corresponding part of Wp in W while
freezing the rest of the supernet S

end for
end for
Output S

encoded in a supernet denoted as S(P,WP ), where WP is
the weight of the supernet that is shared across all the candi-
date architectures. Algorithm 1 illustrates the training pro-
cedure of our supernet. Here, our dynamic cost search space
includes the dynamic channel space and the fine-grained
dynamic block space. The schemes of these two search
spaces are shown in Fig. 2. Here, different color bars denote
the different components inside a diffusion model, which
include ResBlock, temporal self-attention, temporal cross-
attention, and spatial attention. The length of the color bars
denotes the number of channels of the subnets sampled dur-
ing training.
Dynamic Channel Search Space: As the different num-
bers of channels have different acceleration performances
for the hardware implementation, the SNED search space
includes replacing the original number of channels with dif-
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ferent percentage ratios, including 100% (full number of
channels), 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, and 40%. Each
layer inside the diffusion blocks can be assigned an inde-
pendent ratio in each iteration of supernet training.
Fine-grained Dynamic Block Search space: To expand
our search space during the supernet training and investigate
the potential of the video diffusion model, we add the fine-
grained dynamic block search process inside each diffusion
block. The basic supernet diffusion block contains four
components: ResBlock (convolutional residual block), tem-
poral self-attention block, cross-attention block, and spatial
attention block. Our Algorithm enables the drop of a part
of the blocks inside the whole diffusion block in each iter-
ation of supernet training. Specifically, if all the attentions
inside the diffusion block are dropped, the corresponding
feed-forward layer will also be dropped.

3.3. Super-position Training in SNED

We introduce the super-position training mechanism to ad-
dress different video resolution targets during the supernet
training. Here, super-position refers to the utilization of
weight-sharing techniques, allowing different subnets to ad-
just to various resolution processing needs while keeping
most of their weights shared. This approach serves the dual
purpose of parameter efficiency and the ability to achieve
video diffusion models with different resolutions in a single
training session.

During each training iteration, besides the sampling of
the subnet, we also randomly sample a video generation
resolution and preprocess the training data based on that.
To balance the training memory workload of different res-
olution branches, we constraint the maximum model size
for different resolutions to ensure an acceptable memory
consumption. By leveraging this super-position training
method, we are not only optimizing the model’s resource
allocation but also streamlining the training process itself.
This minimizes the computational burden and accelerates
the development of video diffusion models tailored to dif-
ferent resolution needs.

3.4. Supernet Training Sampling Warmup

To achieve a better and faster NAS training performance,
we propose the supernet training sampling warmup strat-
egy. This strategy is deployed at the beginning of the super-
net training process, improving the supernet’s stability and
robustness during training.

We gradually increase our search space for both fine-
grained dynamic block and dynamic channel during the
training, rather than directly applying a full random sub-
net sampling among the whole search space at the begin-
ning. Specifically, we will apply 30000 training iterations
for sampling warmup. The minimum percentage of chan-
nels and fine-grained blocks will be decreased from 100%

to 40% in a step schedule manner.

4. Experimental Result
4.1. Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the configuration of
our SNED framework. Our experiments consist of
two primary components: the pixel-space video diffusion
model and the latent video diffusion model. To enable
the different resolution options under the super-position
mechanism, we process the training data into a form
suitable for training our cascading pipeline, we spatially
resize videos using antialiased bilinear resizing to different
resolutions including 64×64, 128×128, and 256×256.
To enable the text-to-video conditional training, a frozen
text-encoder [17] is added at the beginning of the model
pipeline.

We train the pixel-space video diffusion model pipeline
using an internal dataset comprising 19 million video-text
pairs. For the base model and spatial super-resolution (SSR)
model inside the pipeline, we use a total batch size of 256
and 64 during training, respectively. Both models undergo
140,000 training iterations, with a fixed learning rate of
0.0001. The training process utilizes 64 A100 GPUs.

For the latent-space video diffusion model, We start with
LVDM [10] as a baseline and subsequently train it using our
algorithm. For a fair comparison, we employ the same pub-
licly available datasets Sky Timelapse. The hyperparameter
settings for our experiments align with those of LVDM [10]
to ensure a fair evaluation.

4.2. Pixel-Space Video Diffusion Model NAS

For the pixel-space video diffusion model, our approach is
inspired by the model chain proposed by Imagen-video [12]
to realize high-quality video generation. The model chain
comprises the base model and the spatial super-resolution
model (SSR). The base model and SSR are determined by
our framework (SNED) to meet various computational re-
source constraints and resolution targets. Our SNED frame-
work allows for different resolution options in SSR model
with weight-sharing subnets. For the supernet architec-
ture of both the base model and SSR model, we apply an
imagen-like modified 2D UNet. Each block inside the UNet
consists of ResBlock, temporal self-attention and cross-
attention, and spatial-attention.

To attain different resolutions, we recursively deploy our
SSR model multiple times instead of integrating multiple
SSR models, as demonstrated in Imagen-video [12]. This
approach significantly reduces the total model size.

4.3. Latent-Space Video Diffusion Model NAS

Given that Imagen-video does not release its model and
dataset, conducting a direct comparison is challenging. To
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showcase the flexibility and efficiency of our framework,
we add additional autoencoder and autodecoder to a latent-
space video diffusion model for evaluation. The whole
model pipeline follows the basic version of LVDM [10]
1. We first compress video samples to a lower dimen-
sional latent space by the video autoencoder. Then we per-
form the video generation in the latent space. The encoder
and decoder both consist of several layers of 3D convolu-
tions. To ensure that the autoencoder is temporally shift-
equivariant, we follow [10] to use repeat padding in all
three-dimensional convolutions. The prediction model ap-
plies a 3D U-Net architecture to estimate the noise distri-
bution, which consists of space-only 1 × 3 × 3 shape 3D
convolution, and spatial attention module.

We start with LVDM [10] as a baseline and subsequently
train each part of it inside our NAS framework. Similar
to the pixel-space diffusion model, we apply the super-
position NAS training to the diffusion prediction model.
Since the encoder model is only applied during the train-
ing stage, we only apply the super-position training on it
without the dynamic cost NAS.

4.4. Evaluation Results

4.4.1 Pixel-Space Video Diffusion Model Visualization

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we present the results of our pixel-space
diffusion model. Fig. 3 shows the generation results from
the pixel-space SSR model. We show 6 frames for each
of them. Due to the space limitation, we only show the full
model size (428M) result of SSR for different resolution op-
tions. The corresponding text prompts are listed under each
group of video frames. Fig. 4 illustrates the visualization of
the pixel-space base model, transforming the input text (de-
picted on the left side of the figure) into the corresponding
output video. For clarity, we showcase three frames from
each video using two different noise seeds. Additionally,
for each input text, we display results generated by models
of varying sizes—40% (640M), 60% (960M), 80% (1.28B),
and 100% (1.6B) of the parameters compared to the super-
net with 1.6B number of parameters. This comprehensive
visualization highlights the stability and adaptability of our
video generation process achieved through the SNED train-
ing strategy.

4.4.2 Latent-Space Video Diffusion Model Visualiza-
tion

The results from the latent-space video diffusion model are
depicted in Fig. 5. In this comparison, we present the out-
comes from three subnets with distinct model sizes (548M,

1Since the authors have not released the long-term version training
code, we follow and compare it with their released basic latent diffusion
model on GitHub. The matrix score is different from that they showed in
their paper.
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Figure 4. Result of different pixel-space base model subnets with
different model sizes. The values of percentage indicate the rela-
tive model size compared with the supernet. We show the results
of each subnet with two different noise seeds.

411M, and 274M) and compare them with the released
model from LVDM[10]. The original output of LVDM[10]
is featured in the first row for reference. All showcased
videos in the figure use a consistent resolution of 256×256
and comprise the same number of frames (16) for uncon-
ditional short video generation, aligning with the specifica-
tions employed in LVDM [10]. We show the first frame of
each generated video.

From Fig. 5, we can see that, compared with the original
LVDM model, all three subnets provide comparable output
results for the sky timelapse. Both LVDM and SNED pro-
vide generation outputs with high fidelity and diversity, in-
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Figure 5. Comparison with LVDM under the resolution of
256×256 on Sky Time-lapse dataset. We present the first frame
of each video. Three subnets with different numbers of parame-
ters are included in the comparison.

cluding different skies, clouds, and ground at different times
of the day.

4.5. Model Matrix Evaluation

For quantitative evaluation, we report the commonly-used
FVD [31] and KVD [31] in our experiment. For the pixel-
space video diffusion base model, we calculate FVD and
KVD scores between 512 real and fake videos with 12
frames, which are presented as FV D12 and KVD12. All
results for the score evaluation are calculated among ten
runs to get the average value. The computation is based on
the internal dataset comprising 19 million video-text pairs.
The latency evaluation is based on one Nvidia A100 GPU.

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of different subnets for pixel-
space video diffusion base model.

Model #Params (B) FV D12 ↓ KVD12 ↓ Time (s)

SNED-B 1.60 544.4 25.8 24.4
SNED-L 1.28 490.5 13.0 21.2
SNED-M 0.96 452.2 14.4 18.1
SNED-S 0.64 472.3 16.8 16.0

As shown in Table 1, we report the quantitative evalua-
tion for our SNED models of varying sizes —- small size
40% (640M), medium size 60% (960M), large size 80%
(1.28B), and base size 100% (1.6B) of the parameters com-
pared to the supernet (1.6B), which are indicated as SNED-
S, SNED-M, SNED-L, and SNED-B, respectively. From
the results, we can see that all of the subnets show a sta-
ble score according to both FVD and KVD, which proves

Table 2. Quantitative comparisons of different subnets under res-
olution of 256×256.

Model #Params (M) FV D16 ↓ KVD16 ↓ Time (s)

LVDM 548 295.1 20.9 86.8
SNED 548 298.3 20.8 86.8
SNED 411 348.2 23.5 74.2
SNED 274 472.3 28.7 66.7

our framework’s robustness. Small subnets even obtain
better FVD and KVD scores compared with the supernet
(SNED-B). Among them, SNED-M achieves the best FVD
score (452.2), and SNED-L achieves the best KVD score
(13.0). Our smallest subnet SNED-S obtains a 472.3 FVD
score and a 16.8 KVD score with only 16.0s latency, which
achieves 1.53× of speedup with a better matrix score com-
pared with the supernet model (latency 24.4s).

For the latent-space diffusion model, we compare our
matrix score with the baseline LVDM [10] and report them
in Table 2. The score computation process follows that used
in [10], utilizing 16 frames of generated fake videos for
evaluation on the Sky Timelapse dataset. Here we use the
released model (548M number of parameters) from LVDM
as our supernet architecture, then train it with our dynamic
cost schemes. Model size options of 548M, 411M, and
274M are shown in the Table.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduces SNED, the superposition network ar-
chitecture search for an efficient video diffusion model. In
our training paradigm, we target various model cost and
resolution options using a weight-sharing method and in-
corporate both dynamic channel and fine-grained dynamic
block to expand our search space. Additionally, we propose
the supernet training sampling warmup to improve the train-
ing performance. Our proposed method is compatible with
different base architectures such as pixel-space and latent-
space video diffusion models. According to the experimen-
tal results for the pixel-space video diffusion model, we can
achieve consistent video generation results simultaneously
across 64×64 to 256×256 resolutions with a large model
size range from 640M to 1.6B number of parameters. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first NAS framework
targeting the video diffusion model.
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